Lets Face It!

Sentence Starters for Daily Student Record

Sentence Starters-3 R’s : Retell, Relate & Reflect Framework*
Use these to get you going when you are reflecting on your learning on your LFI! Record
Chose 1 aspect to discuss in detail, or use one sentence from each section – there are no
“rules” or limits!
Retell: (state the action, explain what you did, set the scene, what was the topic of the
LFI! activity? What Domain of social cognition did it address?)
Today, I interacted with the activity ..........................................which focussed on .............................
The activity I engaged with today was ......................... It was about..........................
The activity I engaged with today was about the Domain of .................. It was
about..........................
Relate: connect the activity to yourself, share your feelings, or your past experiences,
Make it personal and relevant.(What did it remind you of? Have you seen/observed a
play/read it in a book before? Can you remember another time when you experienced something
similar? How do you feel during or after engaging with the activity?)
Today when I played .................... I felt ............................ because........................
This/her activity (...................) reminded me of ..................................
I remember feeling this/her way before when .....................................
This/her reminded me of a book I read where the character........
I recall a play or movie or TV show (name:....................................) I saw where ....
I feel frustrated with this/her experience because .............................................
Playing this/her game reminds me of................................. which is great because I................................
Playing this/her game reminds me of................................. which is not good because
I................................
When I advanced quickly in this/her activity I felt ...................................................

Reflect: critical thinking
(ask questions, wonder ...if....., project your learning into the future, give suggestions to
improve the user of LFI!`s experience with the program, notice annoying things that make
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your experience not so enjoyable, make a critical assessment of the music/font/images
etc.)
Today I got my Highest / Lowest score in .......................... I think this/her may be because
..................................
I wonder what this/her activity s about..............................................
I wonder if what I am feeling is due to .....................................
This/her music/sound/ image/font activity is annoying because..............................................
As a user, I would benefit more from this/her activity if...............................................
If I were to create a game like this/her it would be different in that..................................
I am really struggling with this/her activity ...................... I wonder if it is because

....................

If I could ask the designer of this/her activity a question it would be...............................................
A change I would make to engage adolescents would be .....
After graduating I plan to study ........................................................ . Understanding himan faces and
body language will be beneficial to me because......................
I am interested in ................................................. aspect of facial recognition (identity), I think I
will look at it more closely by ............................................................
I am interested in ................................................. aspect of facial expression I think I will look at it
more closely by ............................................................
The aspect of facial recognition and expression i think I need more experience in is
............................
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